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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tēnā koutou katoa. Hello everyone. This is basically just an overview of the various APIs we’ve been using in different ways at Lincoln University.For those not familiar with Lincoln, we’re a small university south of Christchurch, New Zealand. We were founded as an agricultural college in the 19th century – originally the building you see in the photo here held both lecture rooms and living spaces for the lecturers. Nowadays Lincoln is a university focused on land-based subjects including agriculture but also agribusiness, sustainability, tourism and recreation, landscape architecture and so forth – and this building, which has been expanded a couple of times, now holds Library, Teaching and Learning. Our department is the result of a merger between the library, teaching support and learning support, as well as careers advisory and in the last few weeks disability support have just joined us, so we’ve now got about 40 staff members supporting library functions, learning, teaching and research. My job, along with two members in my team, is to manage all of the systems for all of those areas, plus research data management and records management, so I’m pretty keen to integrate the systems as simply and efficiently as possible to make the best use of our data. Alma APIs are a part of that.
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Presentation Notes
This is the summary of the summary.We display some of the more interesting KPIs from both Alma and Primo analytics, as well as various other vendors’ APIs, on a public dashboard we’ve created.From the configuration API we use the Open hours method to show up to date hours on our website. Technically this goes via our dashboard software. We also use the jobs method to run a few jobs each day as scheduled tasks.From the bibs API we use the Items method to print spine labels, and I think the loans and requests method is used in our student portal (but that’s mostly managed by ITS).The Fines and fees method from the Users API is also used in the student portal. And we use the authenticate user method in some software we’ve called AlmEZ which acts as a gateway to let our Alma internal users get access to databases with Ezproxy even though they don’t have accounts at our university.



LTLstats
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LTLstats is a public dashboard I’ve developed a bit at a time over the last few years to showcase a range of statistics from all the areas we support. If a vendor provides an API or other live machine-readable statistics, I’ve got a widget here.Outside of Ex Libris that includes altmetrics for Lincoln research; usage from our live chat; Ezproxy usage; how many people have booked workshops or study rooms or attended career advice consultations; how many records we have in our open access repositories; how much content from our repositories is cited on Wikipedia.

https://library2.lincoln.ac.nz/dashboard/


LTLstats
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These are some of the widgets that we pull out from Ex Libris APIs. Most of these are from Alma Analytics – borrowing from our circulation desks vs our self-check machines, amount spent on orders each month, borrowing numbers per year, borrowing of our leisure reading collection, and number of users in different user groups. We’ve also got widgets for popular search terms in our Primo instance – which obviously comes from Primo Analytics – and for the current status for Alma and Primo, which comes from the status API.



LTLstats
Code: https://github.com/LincolnUniLTL/LTLstats
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I won’t go deep into the code here but we do have it available under an open license. It’s basically just php with a couple of external javascript libraries. You set up the config file with your own API keys and other preferences; then you set up the widgets you want in the to_schedule file and create a cronjob or scheduled task to run that page at set times. Obviously for Alma Analytics you’ll have also created the actual Analytics reports you want a widget for. The system then connects to each of your systems, using the code in the connection files and the API keys in your config file; it saves the data as CSVs on your local system; and then when anyone visits the index.php page the widgets are displayed using the javascript libraries for the graphs or Wordle. (And if someone doesn’t have javascript then it falls back to displaying the data in table format.)

https://github.com/LincolnUniLTL/LTLstats


Open hours
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Technically we actually use LTLstats to connect to the Alma hours API and it creates a CSV looking like this, one line per day with the open hours for that day. Once we’ve got this data on our server, we’ve got other code that puts that onto our website.



Open hours
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Firstly there’s the current open hours which shows on our homepage. If we’re closed it tells users when we next open.Under the “About us” tab we also have open hours for the full week.



Open hours
Based on: https://github.com/LincolnUniLTL/calibr
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And if users want to see more hours they can go to our full hours page. That’s gone through a whole lot of iterations – it used to pull data from a google calendar, but there were issues with the Google API, so an ex-colleague rewrote the code to use our own MySQL database. Then when Alma came along we had the hours already in Alma’s database so I modified Calibr to pull the data instead from this CSV file. I don’t think I got around to making those changes to the code online – I can do that if there’s demand, but there’s a lot of other Alma hours implementations out there already which are probably a bit cleaner having been developed natively that way.

https://github.com/LincolnUniLTL/calibr


Jobs
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We have a lot of problems with publishing to OCLC. I’ve actually lost track of them all but a solution we tried for one of them was to run a series of jobs every day just before the actual publish-to-OCLC job runs. This does what we wanted it to do but caused a whole pile of unexpected issues for unrelated reasons.....



Spine-O-Matic

http://arc.bc.edu:8080/Getfile/
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This is Windows software provided by Boston College which uses the Alma Bibs API. We found it fairly easy to set up with our own API key using the documentation on their website.

http://arc.bc.edu:8080/Getfile/


MyDay
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Our students wanted a student portal and worked with campus IT to get one developed. Between them they selected MyDay and came up with a list of widgets students wanted to prioritise. One of them is the Book Loans widget, and the other one is the Balance widget. ITS was doing the bulk of the work setting this up and I just made them an API key and pointed them to the documents on the developer portal so I’m not 100% sure of which API they used but I think it was a combination of the Users API for what loans are on your account and what fines you’ve got, perhaps with the Bibs API for requests information.



EZproxy for community users
Code: https://github.com/LincolnUniLTL/AlmEZ
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This is recreating functionality that had been developed by one of my predecessors when we had Voyager. Basically, we’ve got some databases that can only be used by staff and students, but other databases can be used by any library member – including community members. Staff and students have a record in Active Directory which Ezproxy can authenticate against natively. Community users don’t have an account in Active Directory, only in Alma itself.The software we’ve created, called AlmEZ, acts as a bridge between Alma and Ezproxy using the Alma Users API. It was written by an ex-colleague and I modified it when Alma updated to the RESTful API a couple of years ago. So we can have two logon boxes on the Ezproxy screen: one talking to Active Directory, and one talking to AlmEZ, which talks to Alma. If Alma confirms the authentication details, then AlmEZ authorises them to Ezproxy and they get access to the appropriate databases.

https://github.com/LincolnUniLTL/AlmEZ


Lincoln University   |   www.lincoln.ac.nz

Code: https://github.com/LincolnUniLTL/
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Thanks very much for listening. Our code is available from the URL on the screen. Ngā mihi nui ki a koutou.
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